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Similar Words 
Words that look or sound alike or similar can be the cause of spelling and grammar errors.  
Complete each sentence with a word from the word box.  Use your dictionary to verify that 
you are using the word correctly. 
 

to their too deer 
it’s desert pier its 

right toe write tow 
miner two there weather 
they’re minor dear no 
know dessert whether peer 

 
 
1. I didn’t ___________ that your favorite ___________ was apple pie. 

2. Joe is a ___________ so he does not need a license to go ___________ hunting. 

3. We look forward to hearing ________________ or not you will be visiting in May.  

4. The scouts went hiking in the ___________.  

5. ___________ going to go skydiving on Saturday. 

6. Mother took ___________ baskets of fruit ___________ the food bank.   

7. ___________ raining in the city and snowing in the mountains. 

8. Mr. Brown likes to fish off the ___________. 

9. Our school has ___________ tutors for math and science. 

10. The puppy likes to chase ___________ tail. 

11. Do you ___________ how to get ___________ from ___________  house? 

12. ___________ are ___________ many people in this room. 

13. The driver will ___________ the car in and have it repaired. 

14. Mrs. Jackson and Mrs. Little have been ___________ friends since they were children. 

15. The old ___________ found ___________ more gold today than he did yesterday. 

16. Jill broke her ___________ hand so she will need to ___________ with her left hand. 

17. I stubbed my ___________ on the rocking chair. 

18. Jim and Sue will have ___________ paintings displayed at the gallery. 

19. They want ___________  bring ___________ pets ___________. 

20. Just make a ___________ turn at the next corner and you’ll be ___________. 

21. The ___________ will be gorgeous that time of year. 
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Similar Words 
Words that look or sound alike or similar can be the cause of spelling and grammar errors.  
Complete each sentence with a word from the word box.  Use your dictionary to verify that 
you are using the word correctly. 
 

to their too deer 
it’s desert pier its 

right toe write tow 
miner two there weather 
they’re minor dear no 
know dessert whether peer 

 
 
1. I didn’t know that your favorite dessert was apple pie. 

2. Joe is a minor so he does not need a license to go deer hunting. 

3. We look forward to hearing whether or not you will be visiting in May.  

4. The scouts went hiking in the desert.  

5. They’re going to go skydiving on Saturday. 

6. Mother took two baskets of fruit to the food bank.   

7. It’s raining in the city and snowing in the mountains. 

8. Mr. Brown likes to fish off the pier. 

9. Our school has peer tutors for math and science. 

10. The puppy likes to chase its tail. 

11. Do you know how to get there from their house? 

12. There are too many people in this room. 

13. The driver will tow the car in and have it repaired. 

14. Mrs. Jackson and Mrs. Little have been dear friends since they were children. 

15. The old miner found no more gold today than he did yesterday. 

16. Jill broke her right hand so she will need to write with her left hand. 

17. I stubbed my toe on the rocking chair. 

18. Jim and Sue will have their paintings displayed at the gallery. 

19. They want to bring their pets too. 

20. Just make a right turn at the next corner and you’ll be there. 

21. The weather will be gorgeous that time of year. 

 


